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1. What's-In-The Box?
1 Cloud Frame

1 User manual

1 Power Adaptor

1 Warranty card

1 Cloud Frame Stand

2. Let's Power Up! 

Connect the Power Adaptor to an Outlet to turn AirTake Frame On. 

3. Let's download and install "airtake" App 
on your phone.

Once the "airtake" Frame 
powers on, follow the 
prompts on the screen to 
download and install 
"airtake" on your phone.
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Register an "airtake" account, then log in on the "airtake" App. 

Press "START" on the Cloud Frame, and use your "airtake" account to log in 
on the Cloud Frame .

Connect to the Network. If your 
frame is not yet connected to the 
internet, please go to "SETTINGS" 
to connect to the internet.
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4. Now you are entering the "airtake" 
Cloud Frame experience

"airtake" Cloud Frame has a 
User-Friendly interface. You 
can navigate easily on all the 
functions such as Cloud file, 
Local file, Videos, Local Videos, 
Slide Show, Settings and many 
more. 

5. Let's do a Slide Show
You may select from 3 Photo File Choices: Cloud File, Local File or All. Select 
and touch the file you want as a slide show, then tap the "SLIDE SHOW" icon 
to start. If you want to stop the slide show, touch the photo and the slide 
show will stop and you will be back on the Main Screen. 

6. Here's some Set-Up Guide

Album Settings: 
You can set up: Auto Slideshow, 
Background Music, Slideshow 
Mode or Slideshow Interval.

Wi-Fi Settings: Connect your Cloud Frame to your Wi-Fi router.
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2. To set up a Cloud Frame File, tap "Albums", then tap "Add" from the 
upper right hand corner of your phone. 

If you do not find the " airtake frame" folder in Albums, you will need to 
create it according to the following steps. 
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Create new album:  "airtake frame", then Confirm.

3. Select the photo you want to send or share to the Cloud Frame. Upload these 
photos into the "airtake frame" file. You or your friends and loved ones can 
now see the photos you shared to the Cloud Frame. 
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Tap the "arrow" on the top left corner, and select a "Back up" method 
of your choice.
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Select the photo you want to share to the "Cloud frame", and tap "Upload..."  
as illustrated below.  Select "airtake frame" folder, then tap "Upload". 
Your selected photos will be uploaded to the "airtake frame" Folder.

For more support, please visit us at www.sonicgracehome.com FAQS or 
send us an email at CS@Soncigracehome.com

9. Support
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Note: If you do not log in account on the loud rame and select 
Skip , you only can use the Local function. 
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User info:
If you have logged in the airtake  account on the loud rame, tap Logout  
in the right to log out airtake  Account 
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If you do not log in the airtake  account first, when you 
want to log in, tap login  in the right to log in airtake  Account.

" " on the Cloud Frame at 
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System Settings: 
You can set up: Sound, Display, 
Date and Time, Reset Device. 

8. How to Log out Account "airtake" 

Tap Explore , and Tap your airtake account  in the bottom, then tap 
your airtake account  in the top, and tap Sign out of Airtake  to log out.
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7. Helpful Tips on the "airtake" APP

1. Once you have logged in on your "airtake", touch the photo on the bottom 
left hand portion of your screen to enter into the main page of Cloud Frame app. 
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